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PRESS RELEASE 2024-05-07 

 

Northcom Partners with Peplink and Starlink to Deliver Advanced 

Connectivity Solutions 

 

Northcom is proud to announce its new status as an Authorized Peplink & 

Starlink Solution Provider. This partnership enables Northcom to offer 

enhanced Internet connectivity solutions by integrating Peplink’s SD-WAN 

technology with the high-speed, low Earth orbit (LEO) satellite Internet services 

from Starlink. This initiative aims to provide reliable Internet access for 

businesses in challenging locations. 

 

Peplink, recognized for its patented technology that ensures unbreakable connectivity, has 

recently signed an agreement with SpaceX’s Starlink to become an Authorized Technology 

Provider. This partnership leverages the strengths of the Starlink Flat High-Performance and 

Peplink’s advanced SD-WAN routers to offer a joint solution that addresses the critical need 

for reliable, fast, and cost-effective Internet globally. “Our combined solution gives any 

business access to affordable, fast and reliable Internet bandwidth globally.” Says Alex Chan, 

CEO and founder of Peplink, 

 

Northcom, known for delivering critical communication solutions across the Nordic region, is 

expanding its service range by incorporating these technologies. This enhancement is 

expected to support a wide variety of industries, such as industrial and maritime operations, 

remote businesses, and energy sectors, by improving their connectivity capabilities. 

 

“As a trusted partner of Peplink and now a proud member of the Authorized Peplink & 

Starlink Solution Providers, Northcom is excited to expand our portfolio and bring these high-

speed LEO Starlink solutions integrated with Peplink's SD-WAN technologies to our clients.  

This move aligns with Northcom’s commitment to leverage the latest technologies to meet 

customer demands for efficient and reliable communication solutions, especially in remote 

and demanding environments.” Says Robin Blomquist, Group CTO of Northcom. 

 

For more details on Northcom’s services, please visit northcomsolutions.com/ 

 

Media download 

Collaboration image Northcom and Peplink/Starlink - Boat 

https://cloud.northcom.se/s/mZHeLkwFBJbXQDE 

 

Collaboration image Northcom and Peplink/Starlink - Antenna 

https://cloud.northcom.se/s/doD3ZEX3Fq37JEj 
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About Northcom 

Northcom specializes in providing critical communication solutions in the Nordic region. It 

offers a broad range of products and services designed to meet the unique communication 

needs of various sectors, including emergency services, transportation, and energy. Northcom 

is dedicated to delivering innovative, high-quality solutions that enhance customer 

operations. 

 

About Peplink 

Peplink develops hardware and software solutions that make connectivity reliable. Offering 

solutions for businesses of all kinds in some of the most challenging networking 

environments, Peplink helps tens of thousands of customers enhance Internet reliability, 

increase bandwidth, and reduce cost. Recognized for their SD-WAN offerings, Peplink 

provides a full line of networking equipment, software solutions and services built on 

patented technologies to meet the needs of businesses from the small shop to large 

enterprise. 

 

  


